PS2 CD 4427 kit instructions

Bill of materials (not included)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CA (Cyanoacrylate) glue. I prefer "medium" or “thick” viscosity.
Gorilla Glue (or similar polyurethane glue)
K&S .032" brass wire
#2 x ½ thread cutting screws (from microfasteners.com)
#62 drill bit
1/16” drill bit
5/64” drill bit
3/32” drill bit
3/16” drill bit
Automotive glazing putty (or similar filler)

Bolsters
1) From the inside of the coupler pocket cover, drill a 5/64” hole all the way through:

2) Place the cover over the coupler pocket, and use the hole you just drilled as a guide to drill through the
coupler centering pin (also a 5/64” hole).
3) Also drill a 5/64” hole all the way through the two divots on the other end of the bolster.

4) Remove the pocket cover, and enlarge the hole you drilled in 1) to 3/32”. You may also opt to install the
couplers at this time (I find it easier to do now).
Note: do not glue the bolsters on until step 13).

Body
5) Lay the car body on its side. Dry fit the car sides. The top corners of the side castings should be flush
with the top corners of the body. Later, you will have to fill the channel created between the body & sides
(at the top sill). You will want to minimize the sanding here.
If there is a gap at the slope sheet seam, it will be filled in later.

6) When you’re satisfied with the alignment between the sides and body, prep the back of the sides and
body for gluing by roughing them up with 100 grit sand paper. Apply Gorilla glue to the body. Note:
polyurethane glues will foam & expand, so don’t over do it here.

7) Lay the side casting on the body, re-align it, and tack the corners with CA. Once the CA has set, weigh
down the side and let the Gorilla glue set. I used a couple steel plates, but books would also work.

8) Repeat for the other side of the car.
9) Fill & sand the top sill (red in this photo):

10) Fill and sand the slope sheet seam. You may need to add .040” x .156” styrene strip to make the sides
flush with the body.

End cages
11) Check the fit of the end sheet to the end of the car. The bottom of the end cage needs to be flush with
the bottom of the car side. You may have to add a strip of styrene to the top of the end sheet.

12) When you’re satisfied with it’s fit, glue it in place with CA.

13) Then tack the end cage where it touches the car sides with a small dab of CA. When you have the end
cage in alignment with the car sides you can add more CA to the joint on the back of the car side.
Note: the B end’s end cage has a hole in the side sill for the AB release lever. The A end does not.

Glue the bolsters in place with CA, using the alignment marks on the bottom of the end cage to keep them
straight. When the glue is set up, drill out the bolsters with a 1/16” bit, all the way into the body casting,
and screw in a 2-56 thread cutting screw (you may have to counter-sink to accommodate the screw’s head).
14) On the B end of the car, install on the AB components. You will have to trim the train line piping for
the anglecock to line up with the end of the bolster. It should stick out slightly past it, but not far enough to
interfere with the coupler.
Note: drill out the cylinder with a 1/16” bit, approximately ¼” deep. To figure out the cylinder’s position,
see (16.

15) Dry fit the end ladder and corner post. When you’re satisfied with the alignment, glue them to the end
cage, at the bottom.
Next, carefully drill out the holes on each corner post with a #62 drill bit – these will receive a brass rivet
(make sure the hole is deep enough to insert the rivet all the way up to it’s head). Drill one hole at a time,
dip the tip of the rivet in CA, and insert it.
Note: each corner post gets two (2) rivets. The ladder has a total of four (4).
Note: the B end’s end ladder has a support for the end walk (under where the brake wheel housing goes).

16) Dry fit the support posts for the brake wheel. Attach them like you did the posts in the 15).

Note: you will have to recess the top sill for the corner supports to fit properly. While holding the corner
support, mark the edge with a straight razor blade. You can either carve the recess out with a razor, or file
it down.
Note that the end cage has an alignment mark for these. You will also glue in the brake beam in this step.
Note: the rod on the brake beam should fit into the hole you drilled in the cylinder in 14).

17) Carefully remove the long grab irons from their sprue. The posts have alignment marks for them.
Make sure the back of the grab irons’ ends are as flat as possible to get the best glue joint. When you’re
satisfied with them, glue them in place with a drop of CA.

Note: The B end has four (4) long grab irons. The A end only has three (3)

18) Repeat 16) – 18) for the A end.

Under body
19) Glue the bulkheads together with CA.

20) Glue the assembled bulkheads (4) to the underside of the body.
Glue the slack adjuster on (the B-end of the car is the lower-left corner of the next photo). I drilled a 3/32”
hole to receive the ends of the slack adjuster to avoid having to cut it at an angle.
Attach the hopper gates, but do not glue them. With the gates dry-fitted, drill out a 5/64” hole, and use 256 thread cutting screws to attach them.
Also install the towing staples at this stage. They are bent from .032” brass wire, and inserted into a #62
hole.

Roof
21) Carefully remove the roofwalk from the carrier sheet with sharp side-cutting pliers.
Note: do not make any bends at this time. The brass sheet is etched where it should bend, and will bend
once, maybe twice if you’re lucky, then the brass will break.

22) There are eight (8) roofwalk supports that are longer than the rest. These are the supports for the ends
of the roofwalk. First, bend them as shown on the left side of the photo below, then tin the top of the
support with solder. Slip one end over the tab of the roofwalk, then bend the whole thing down and solder
it to the roofwalk.
Note: Four (4) of the end walk supports are longer than the other four (4). The long ones go next to the
outside of the car.
Note: the brass will take solder better if you lightly sand it with fine sandpaper.

23) The rest of the supports are shorter. Bend the middle part at 90 degrees, as shown in the photo below
(on the right), slip one side over the tab, bend the other tab up slightly, then bend push the support down
and slip it over the 2nd tab, bending the first tab in the process. The ends of the support are etched, so that
they fold in half to make a tab – which will later fit into a hole in the car body. These should bend easily
with your fingers.
Note: the arrow on the short support points towards the center.
Note: the tabs on the long supports, and the protruding part of the roofwalk, get cut off, so that their ends
only touch the roof, but are not anchored. This allows the ends of the roofwalk to float [see (24 ].

Note: The short supports float, and do not get soldered. If they cannot float, the roofwalk will warp due to
the expansion rate of brass versus resin when the temperature changes (ie, if you live in a cold
environment, and take the car outside).

This photo shows the sub-assembly for the roofwalk, just before its attached to the car body.

24) Drill out the holes in the top of the car body with a 1/16” bit. Do not drill out the outter-most holes for
the long supports. These need to be filled, and sanded flush prior to installing the roofwalk.
Note: One section of the roofwalk corresponds to the end ladder (left part of the photo below), and is bent
slightly to touch the edge of the roof.
Note: The tabs on the long supports, and the protruding part of the roofwalk, get cut off, so that their ends
only touch the roof, but are not anchored. This allows the ends of the roofwalk to float.
Note: The main roofwalk etching has two attached supports for the end walks. Carefully bend them along
the long etched line to a 90 degree angle (see photo below).

25) Bend the attached endwalk supports down, until they touch the car body. Carefully drill a #62 hole,
and insert a brass rivet.

26) Starting on one end of the car, gently push the short roofwalk supports into the holes you drilled in the
car’s roof. With a pin, or thin wire, apply a drop of thick CA where the etching meets the resin. Allow this
to set, then repeat on the next set of holes until all the short supports are attached to the car body.
27) Using .032” brass wire, bend the grab irons for the corners of the roofwalk. Solder them in place, as
shown in the photo below.

28) With a #62 drill bit, drill out the hinges on the roof hatches, and insert .032” wire (secured with a drop
of CA), as shown below.

29) Attach the hatches to the roof with CA, keeping them centered between the roofwalks.

30) Glue on the nylon (printed) part of the hatch with CA.
Note: You may have to trim the sprue off with a razor blade to get a flat bottom, and hence a better glue
joint.

Custom Decals
General Instruction sheet

These decals were printed with an ALPS “micro-dry” printer. ALPS ink is waxed based, thus having low
abrasion resistance while still on the sheet. Avoid touching the printed area with hard or sharp objects (such
as tweezers or the point of a hobby knife) as the ink can be scratched off.
I recommend leaving a small margin around the decals when trimming them from the sheet. This will give
you enough room to pick them up with tweezers without touching the ink.
A glossy (or semi-gloss finish) is a must for proper application. A dead flat surface will result in a “silvery”
sheen on the decal.
To apply the decals, soak them in water for 15-30 seconds and then slide them into the desired position.
Distilled water is preferred. A wet, soft-bristled brush is an excellent tool to position them with.
The glue on the sheet is only to hold the decal on the carrier paper - it will not hold the decal in its final
position. You will need a decal setting solution to bind the decal to the model. I recommend Champ’s
Decal Set. Get the decal where you want it, blot out as much water as possible, apply the decal set and let it
do it’s thing (don’t touch it again till its almost dry).
Once applied, let the decals dry for at least 24 hours before clear-coating. A clear overcoat (gloss or flat
both work fine) will seal and protect the applied decal. If done correctly, the clear film will disappear.
Note that some brands of clear coat, if applied directly to bare decals, can cause them to crinkle,
especially the new formulations of Krylon and Testors. I coat my decals with a thin layer of clear
acrylic to prevent this, but you should always test on scrap material first. If you are unable to find a
suitable clear coat, you can airbrush a thin layer of Future Acrylic Floor Sealer (also sold as Pledge Floor
Care) over the applied decals to seal them.
A final coat of Krylon UV-Resistant Matte Finish #1309 is recommended for any model that will receive
direct sunlight.

